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Our Thoughts
by Jewel Farlow
School is once again back in session only to once again
burden the students with endless studies and pressures. While
the most significant part of the energy crisis is over, prior to
vacation decisions were made concerning the academic as
pects of Taylor. The student body is now experiencing the ef
fects of those decisions.
In a faculty meeting before a final decision had been veri
fied, Dr. Robert Pitts, Academic Dean of the University,
made a statement saying that Taylor's first priority is aca
demic integrity. Therefore, this statement could be implying
that our spiritual integrity is not of top priority. The feeling
was given that if five days of classes were missed, Taylor
would fail to achieve the academic integrity it so strives for.
It is indeed questionable whether five less days of classes
would deter Taylor's academic integrity. Many times, not
saying this is bad, professors blow class time with jokes and
trivia not directly related to one's higher education. One may
also ponder whether the entire faculty is composed of those
uplifting, sustaining, and improving Taylor's program of edu
cation. Indeed, Taylor's funds are limited, but the Aires
Alumni Memorial Library is not one of recency and superior
resources for research and study. However, Taylor can afford
new uniforms practically every year for the athletes, espe
cially in football.
The stress on academic integrity over spiritual integrity
was also felt on Good Friday and the weekend of Easter. Up
land Drug Store closed between the hours of one and three on
Good Friday in rememberance of the crucifixion of Christ.
Taylor, a university professing Christianity, held no special
services other than communion in chapel. Good Friday as far
as classes were concerned was treated as any other day of
the year. Perhaps there could have been a special service be
tween the hours of one and three for those students who de
sired to make Good Friday a special day.
Easter weekend for many was less than hoped for. How
many professors were away from their families during Eas
ter? Not many. Yet, most students, because of travelling dis
tance or insurmountable studies, could not enjoy and spend
Easter with their families.
However, as Dr. Pitts stressed, academic integrity is of
the utmost priority to Taylor's program. Perhaps the sign
one sees on campus in bold letters, "Effectively Christian,"
would be more appropriate saying "Effectively Academic."

A Talk With the President

No Refund For Room
by Mike Reger
According to Dr. Robert Baptista. refunds for students will
not-be given out until a determi
nation of the costs of the energy
problem are reached.
The president stated, "our
(the university) goal is not to
make money, we want to do what
is the most economical for the
students and at the same time
most feasible for us.
Baptista added that because it
costs over $1 to process a check
and because there is so much pa
perwork involved, it would not be

was significant. According to the
Echo's calculations we missed
approximately five days of meals
at $3.00 a day equalling $15.00.
Baptista also suggested that
each student's bill may be cred
ited for the refund amount if one
is made. He also said that no re
fund would be made for room or
tuition because the quantity and
quality of education has been
maintained.
Dr. Baptista stated that re
funds. if made, would not come
until the end of the year.

worth the time unless the refund
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Your
Dear Editors.
My name is Robert James
Oliver Jr. and presently I'm in
carcerated in what is commonly
referred to as a prison. I don t
have a mother or father, otherwords. I don't have an immediate
family. The only family 1 would
consider being mine, would he
the particular individuals I would
have the opportunity of writing:
such as yourself. Nevertheless,
no communication from the out
side makes it totally easy for me
mentally to hold onto my sanity,
being that I'm confined to the
worse form of punishment imag
inable.
Producing this letter, is giving
me a somewhat relinquished feel
ing. I won't try to explain it: I'll
just enjoy it while it lasts, "but it
is a pleasure to experience a mo
ment of freedom: if only in com
munication.'' With this in mind,
plus in an effort to overcome my
personal sense of loneliness and
frustration. I beg your help in
helping me to establish corre
spondence with concerned indi
viduals on the outside, with
compassion and a realistic means
of understanding my desperate
need to overcome my loneliness.
I hope to communicate with
people who can acknowledge my
existence; if at all possible; and
out of the kindness of your heart,
"would you please print this let
ter or a small message from it.
into your publication for me?
"Lonely young man in prison,
needs correspondence with realis
tic people, with a warm-touch at
heart: any race or social back
ground. I definitely will answer
all letters immediately."
Thank you very much for your
time.
Respectfully yours.
Robert James Oliver Jr.
Dear Editors.
Receiving my grades from
last semester. I was shocked and
disappointed to find that in one
class I had been given a signifi
cantly lower grade than I ex
pected. Knowing that two weeks
before the final, my grade had
been two letters higher and that I
had put many long hours of work
into the class, I felt the possibili
ty remote that I deserved the
grade I received.
Although I doubted the situa
tion would change. I quickly took
actiop to appease my strong con
viction that I had not been dealt
with fairly: I wrote the professor
and asked him to review his rec
ords on the chance that my grade
had been miscalculated. He was
most willing to comply and found
that, indeed, a mistake had been
made. Upon the realization he
arighted the situation and pro
ceeded to write me an extremely
humble letter of apology.
I find it very refreshing to
know that one professor was will-"
ing to admit his fallability. Con
ceivably. he could have assumed
no mistake had been made and
never bothered to recheck. or
even found the mistake and never
admit to having made it; in ei
ther case. I eventually would

Thoughts

have reconciled myself to the
lower grade. I m glad neither of
those were the case though, not
only grade-wise, but because my
confidence in Taylor as a Chris
tian institution was boosted by
one professor being willing to
claim his error.
Sharon Craig
Dear Editors.
Regarding the chapel service
of Monday. February 20. In my
eyes, chapel is supposed to be a
time when the speaker shares his
spiritual experiences and beliefs
with the audiences. I saw nothing
spiritual about Ms. Brook s pre
sentation.
Also. I think that the slavery
and oppression issue has been
blown way out of proportion. No.
I don't agress with slavery. But
unity between races will never
come as long as one race has the
idea that the other race owes
them something. No group or
race owes another group or race
for their unfortunate situations in
the past.
Sincerely.
Tommy Bauder

EDITOR'S NOTE: Because
chapel presents programs not re
lated to spirituality, chapel is
now regarded as convocations al
lowing for speakers who share
their thoughts which are other
than Biblical.

Dear Editors.
I wanted to write this brief
note to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation for all
that the Echo has done in the
drive to re-establish WTUC radio
The Echo showed a deep interest
in this project, and brought to
print many sides in the issue. Ba
sically, I feel that keeping the
students informed through your
paper was one of the best ways to
keep interest in a project that
may have been killed.
Now that the energy problem
is nearing a close. I feel that we
can once again work to restart
the project. Thank you.
Sincerely.
Ted Smucker
To the editors,
Some 4.000 military personnel
were directly involved in the
above-ground nuclear bomb tests
in the late 1940 s and 1950's and a
statistically significant number
are now developing leukemia and
other maladies, according to re
cent
congressional
hearings.
Some have died as a result of
their illnesses. Some are sterile.
The medical effects of ionizing
radiation often are not felt for
thirty years.
Persons who participated in
these tests in any way, in Nevada
or in the Pacific, were probably
exposed to radiation. Whether
you are sick or well at this mo-
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Bit£ and pieces

Written Testimony May Be Submitted For Deduction Bill
"Matchmaking" Hits Oregon College
Washington. D.C. (CCNS) Representatives of charitable or
ganizations will have opportunity
to express their views on Presi
dent Carter's tax reform proposal
and related legislation before
Congress at an all-day public
hearing here April 4.
While it is no longer possible
for any one to request a personal
appearance at the hearing, which
is being conducted by the House
Ways and Means Committee,
written testimony may be sub
mitted for inclusion in the hear
ing record until mid-April, a
committee spokeswoman told
Christian College News Service.
Among the legislation under
consideration is a bill (H.R.
11183) introduced Feb. 28 by
Reps.
Barber
Conable
Jr.
(R/N.Y, i and Joseph Fisher
(D./Va.). which would allow the
charitable deduction to taxpayers
whether or not they itemize their
personal deductions on their in
come tax.
Although
this
legislation
(which observers here don't ex
pect to be passed during this ses
sion of Congress) is of primary
interest to charitable organiza
tions which depend primarily on
individual donations, it is being
supported as well by the National
Association of Independent Col
leges and Universities (on two of
whose units Dr. John Dellenback.
president of the Christian college
Consortium and Coalition,
serves).

A well-organized grass-roots
effort urging passage of the mea
sure has been launched by United
Way of America, whose annual
fund raising campaigns around
the country also benefit a signifi
cant number of religious charita
ble groups.
A spokesman for Congressman
Conable confirmed for CCNS that
if the bill became law. it would
cost the U.S. Treasury an esti
mated $3.2 billion a year in "lost
revenue".
Written testimony intended for
inclusion in the committee's
hearing record should be sub
mitted in five copies to: John
Martin. Chief Counsel, House
Ways and Means Committee. 1102
Longworth House Office Building.
Washington. D.C. 20515.
If distribution to the press is
desired, it is suggested that an
additional twenty to seventy-five
copies be submitted to the same
address, in time to arrive there
by April 4. marked "for the
press".
Newberg. Ore. (CCNS) -Even
if there were "wallflowers''
among the students at George
Fox College, they would "fade''
under a new. large-scale "blind
date'' program recently kickedoff on campus.
Called "Roomie's night Out",
it involves every student in a dor
mitory. with roommates serving
as matchmakers'" for one anoth
er. The evening dress-up affair
consists of dinner in the college

dining room, followed by special
entertainment and a guest speak
er.
The response has been "over
whelmingly favorable," reports
the Office of College Relations.
"It gave me a chance to go out
and yet not really date." said
Sheryl Puckett. a junior home
economics major from Spokane.
Wash.
"Cne of the greatest programs
we run on the college campus."
said Jim Talbot, who manages
the college's food service facility.
Since a special meal is pre

Taylor Examines Fire Standards
by Sharon Craig

"When in the Christmas sea
son, Providence College, Rhode
Island, had a fire, we (Taylor
staff) became aware of a need to
have our own personal fire safety
evaluation through concern for
what could happen," stated Tom
Beers, Dean.
The Providence fire occured
at approximately 3:45 A.M. on a
December morning on the fourth
floor of a women's dorm, Aquinas
Hall, similar to MCW. The elec
trical fire was attributed to an illuminated Nativity scene
originally; a second theory tied it
to a hair dryer being used inside
a closet to dry damp clothes.
Bob Cotner, Coordinator of
Alumni Affairs, Taylor, com
mented, "A contributory cause
was in adminstrative failure to

Results Favor Homecoming Court
by Donna Lee Jacobson
Keith Trievel

Before break, questionnaires
concerning issues pertinanl to
Homecoming activities were dis
tributed to on-camous students.
The survey was designed so that
the student co-chairmen would be
able to accurately represent stu
dent opinion as preparations for
Homecoming '78 begin.
Responses to the survey indi
cate. first of all. that elected stu
dent representatives (i.e. queen
and court or host and hostess.

etc.) are seen as a desirable part
of the weekend's festivities.
An overwhelming majority are
interested in continuing the
Thursday evening pep rally and a
number of creative innovations
have been suggested.
Nearly ever one considers the
opportunity for student involve
ment in the activities of the
weekend sufficient; however,
more information about how to
become involved in planning and
preparation would be helpful.
Finally, student opinion seems

Applications Accepted

to reflect a desire for less struc
tured activities aimed at promot
ing student-alumni interaction.
The members of the Homecorrring Executive Council are
carefully considering the sugges
tions that have been offered and
expect to incorporate many of
them into the plans for the week
end.
We. the student co-chairmen,
on behalf of the Homecoming Ex
ecutive Council, thank you for the
interest you have shown, and wel
come any further ideas, sugges
tions. or criticisms. We ask your
support in prayer as Homecom
ing plans progress.

The Media Board announces the acceptance of
applications for the Editorship of the Echo.

In Chapel . . .

Applications will be accepted until April 17.

The following are next week's
chapel speakers:
April 3 -Mr. Jim Baptista (the
president's brother)
April 5-Pastor James Conway
April 7 -John Bechtel

Applications may be sent in campus mail to.,
.Prof. Alan Winguist.

pared for the occasion, residence friends or girlfriends are encour
hall students pay an additional 75 aged to attend the dinner with
cents for it. Those living in col someone else."
lege apartments pay $3 for the
It provides students a wel
meal.
come "escape" from routine
Up to five volunteer waiters studies, an opportunity for them
and waitresses serve the food, to make new friends, and "per
and students with talent now haps an occasion to wrangle a
have "a platform to showcase new dating prospect." says Julie
their abilities through musical Hawley of the College Student
numbers, magic acts, skits and Life staff.
dramatic sketches," the Office of
The program was launched in
College Relations points out.
response to student needs which
The sense is "not designed to surfaced in surveys taken during
break up existing romances." it previous school terms, she said.
says, "but students with boy

not crack down on false fire drill
pranksters."—Providence had
had several false drills in the re
cent weeks. A journalist who cov
ered the fire reported, "Several
residents later said they believed
the first alarm was another prefinals prank."
Seven women lost their lives
as a result of the flame, five
through smoke-inhalation. The
other two were killed by jumping
out windows to the parking lot
below, when help was only min
utes away.
Although Aquinas Hall was a
38 year old building, it had passed
the city fire marshall's inspection
earlier in the year. The dorm had
no sprinkler system and a fire es
cape which one co-ed described
as "too narrow"; however, when
the building was renovated in
1974, several fire safety measures
had been added, among which
were steel fire doors and a
smoke-detector system, which
was instrumental in containing
the blaze rapidly. Significantly,
the building itself did not burn,
only its contents.
The school's publicist, Patri
cia Vierra, reflected, "When you
think about the dumpy apart
ments so many kinds off-campus
live in, and then something like
this happens in a fine, up-to-code
dormitory, you realize it's just
one of those tragedies you can't
predict."
A report of the Providence
fire appeared in "The Chronicle
of Higher Education" which
caused several parents to express
concern over Taylor's fire pre
vention standards. In reply to a
parent, Beers elaborated on some
of the school's fire safety fea
tures:
1. Each residence hall director
makes periodic inspections of
the halls for fire hazards. In
addition, members of our
maintenance staff make man
datory inspection of all me
chanical
and
fire-fighting
equipment to ensure that they

are always in operative condi
tion.
2. We are subject to state, coun
ty, and city regulations, and
inspections conducted regu
larly under the auspices of
the Director of Service Oper
ations.
3. All of our major residence
halls are mason construction
which reduces the fire hazard
greatly. In addition," all of the
material purchased for the
hall...are subject to inflam
mability and smoke emission
regulations.
4. We require each hall to con
duct a monthly fire drill.
5. We practice a mandatory dis
missal for any person in
volved in releasing false fire
alarms.
6. We have purchased smoke
and fire detectors for installa
tion in selected areas in addi
tion to installing emergency
light in selected corridors.
An item under re-examination
is the use of open-coil and openflame appliances, which is pres
ently permitted. Under consider
ation also are possible escape
routes for the fourth and third
floors of South and English Halls
respectively. These matters are
being discussed by the Student
Life Committee, and "student's
suggestions are welcome," stated
Beers.
In summary, I have compiled
some suggestions for action to
take if a fire should occur:
1. Do not panic—try to think
clearly and be patient. (Re
call the two Providence co
eds who jumped to their
death unnecessarily).
2. Close doors or shut off air in
any possible way.
3. After you are out of the
flame, help in any small way
you can—if you can't help,
stay out of the way.
As one Providence student
said. "After what happened here
last night, I realize how fragile
life is,"

Espirit 1978 Adds Quebec To Summer Tour
by Sharon Craig
site du Quebec, taught by the reg
Dr. Winquist, Professor of
ular
french-speaking
faculty.
History, will join with Prof. T rois Riveres is Canada's second
Rundquist of Wheaton College,
oldest city and accordingly is de
and Prof. Yoder of Eastern Men- scribed as being "rich in heri
nonite College this summer in
tage." Several special activities
taking a group of students on a
will enrich this portion of the
trip abroad. This program, called
tour, including visits to Quebec
Espirit 1978, has proviously been
City, Montreal, and Radio-TVknown as Wheaton-in-France; Canada; a Christian service pro
however, the addition of Eastern
gram to a local hospital; and folk
Mennonite College and a new art exhibitions. Students will live
study
location
warranted
a
with Quebecois families and eat
change of name for the tour. most meals with them. The
Each of the colleges involved courses offered in this section are
have been described as having French
Literature,
Advanced
"extensive backgrounds in the French Conversation, and . Inter
area of foreign study" and this mediate French.
program is designed to "combine
The next stop of the tour is in
their resources and experience to
Paris where emphasis will be
offer the serious student a broad placed on oral command of
er range of courses and contacts French, with classes offered in
in more sites than has previously Intermediate French, Advanced
been available in a Christian con French Conversation, and French
text abroad," stated a spokesper Civilization at the French Minis
son.
try of Education. Several city
Espirit 1978 involves for major tours of interesting and famous
international
locations,
any sites, and cultural outings are a
combination of which students part of this portion of the trip.
have the option of travelling to.
Housing will be provided in two
The study sites include Quebec 17th Century noblemen's town
(May 22—June 9), Paris (June houses, with two meals per day
9—July 2), Nice (July 2—July 291 included.
and Strasborg (July 29—August
Nice, the capital of the French
19i. A maximum of 16 credit Riviera, is the location of the
hours are possible in bistory/and third portion of Espirit 1978.
or french.
Classes offered at the Universite
The Quebec portion of the trip de Nice include Advanced French
is situated in "the charming C i v i l i z a t i o n . I n t e r m e d i a t e
town" of Trois Rivieres, where -French, Advanced French Con
classes will meet at the Univer versation. French Composition.

Andrae Crouch in
Concert At Taylor
by Phil Sommerville
Andrae Crouch who has played
in f r o n t o f a u d i e n c e s o f u p t o 8 0 000 people throughout the United
States, at such places as Carne
gie Hall, and the Opryhouse: who
has appeared on major nation
wide television shows; who has
produced eight albums, one which
won a Grammy Award in 1976;
who is coming out with a new
album called "Love in London"
Irom his recent European tour;
and who was picked by Billboard
magazine as last year's No. 1
soul gospel artist is coming to the
Milo Rediger Chapel Auditorium
on Monday night.
Andrae has delighted audi
ences wherever he's been. His
concert will move from
hymn
like ballads to rock revival peak
which brings crowds to their feet.
The style of his music is different
throughout, you will think you are
listening to several different
groups. No two concerts are ever
alike, since the audience response
dictates the pattern of styles em
ployed by Andrae.
Andrae's music is a channel of
communication between his own
commitment to the Lord and his
audience. He gives credit for all
his music and success to God
feeling that God has opened the
door so that he may use his
music in the most meaningful
way. So. Andrae is not coming
just to entertain us but to minis

ter to us. His concert will bless
your heart and who knows,
maybe it will lead someone to a
life long relationship with our
Lord and Savior.
Most of the reserved seats are
sold out. However, there are still
a few general admission tickets
still on sale. So hurry and pur
chase a ticket to hear Andrae
Crouch and the Disciples.

French Civilization, French Lit
erature, French Expression and
French Grammaire. Dr. Winquist
will teach a special additional
course
entitled
History
of
France. Sightseeing in Old Town
and ancient Roman ruins, museam visits, and other cultural
outings will highlight this tour.
Students will live in dorms, of the
Universite which offer swimming
and tennis facilities, a variety of
shops, and three meals per day
except on Sunday.
The site of the fourth tour,
Strasborg, is designated by many
as the "future Capital of Eu
rope". Classes will meet at the
18th Century Chateau de Pourtales and offer a variety of sub
jects such as Advanced French
Conversation, French Civiliza
tion, French Literature, French/German Bi-Culturalism, History
Practicum (Independent Study),
History Practicum (French/Ger
man bicultural studies) Interme
diate French, and History of
Modern
Europe
1789-Present
taught by Dr. Winquist. Students
will live in the Chateau facilities
will all meals provided. Special
features of this portion of the
tour include visits to the Old
Town of Strasborg, the Parliment
of Europe, and the Palais du
Rhin, and a weekend in Lorraine.
Cost estimates, subject to
change, are as follows and in
clude tuition, room and board,
round-trip trans-Atlantic trans
portation. transportation at the
individual study sites, insurance,
and all listed excursions; Quebec,
$650; Quebec, Paris: $1550; Que
bec. Paris, Nice: $1950; and Que
bec, Paris. Nice, and Strasborg:
$2300. For the cost of other com
binations of the sessions, see Dr.
Winquist. Costs were able to be
lowered this year with the addi
tion of Eastern Mennonite Col
lege. The fees may vary as a
result of international monetary
fluctuations. Financial aid is
available for some students.
For more information on this
tour, contact Dr. Winquist at extention 318.

About 50 students attended Espirit 1977.
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College Presidents Encourage Enthusiasm
About Future of Christian Higher Education
Somerset Bridge. Bermuda
(CCNS) -Presidents of thirteen
Christian colleges from around
the United States gathered here
to take a "reading" on the future
of evangelical Christian higher
education, and left enthusiastic
over challenges and opportunities
they face.
The occasion was the annual
meeting (March 1-3) of the Chirstian College Consortium, of which
their schools and one other
(whose president could not be
present) are members. It was
held at Willowbank. a Christian
conference center here.
The presidents endorsed a pro
posal by Dr. John Dellenback.
Consortium president, that by
September 1980. every faculty
member and hopefully every

staff member of the fourteen col
leges in the Consortium will have
participated in a seminar on the
integration of faith, learning and
living.
Annual Faith/Learning/Living
Institutes have been conducted by
the Consortium for the past few
years, but so far only a relatively
few professors and instructors
from the fourteen colleges have
been able to participate in them.
The purpose of the institutions
is to assist the faculty members
to integrate their faith in Christ
with their academic professions.
The presidents also discussed
ways of indicating in students
attending their colleges a deep
ened sense of "Christian ser
vice." whether they go into fulltime "church work" or into the

various "secular professions." in
this country and abroad. Their
discussion included possibilities
for both a Consortium-wide con
ference and a national conference
on this theme.
Expansion of the Consortium's
American Studies Program was
endorsed. This program began
modestly in September 1976 and
has grown steadily since. It en
ables students to spend from two
to four months in Washington
participating in an intensive sem
inar-internship program offering
both academic credit and invalu
able insights into how committed
Christians can make an impact
for Christ in and on the so-called
power structure.
A Latin American Studies Pro
gram. which is still in the forma
tive stage, also received the

support of the college presidents.
Through it, students will spend a
semester at the university in
Guatemala City, Guatemala, ex
posing them and their Christian
faith to life and work in Central
America.
The Consortium seeks to ad
vance evangelical Christian high
er education through sharing
knowledge, experience and
strengths, and by developing, pro
moting and articulating unique
contributions evangelical Chris
tian education can make to all as
pects of life.
The- Coalition monitors public
opinion, legislation, judicial ac
tivity and govermental regula
tions on matters affecting the
freedom of evangelical Christian
colleges to function as education
al and religious institutions.
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Gwendolyn Brooks: Life Is Her Motivation
by Mike Beger
Beth Waldrop
As a part of the celebration of
Black History Week, (Feb. 17-24)
the concert and lecture series,
Black Cultural Society and the
Taylor English department spon
sored Pulitzer prize-winning poet
Gwendolyn Brooks.
Miss Brooks, poet laureate of
Illinois, lectured in many classes
and presented oral interpretation
of her own works in an evening
performance.
The Echo interviewed the poet
while on campus and following
are excerpts of the dialogue be
tween the Echo and Miss Brooks.
Echo: What has been the
major influence on your poetry?
Brooks: "The major influence
on my poetry...I can t say. Life
has been the major influence on
my poetry. That sounds stupid
but, that is all I can say. I mean I
arrived here. I told someone yes
terday that for some reason, I
started putting rhymes together
at the age of seven. My mother
announced to everyone that I was
going to be a poet. Well, my par
ents have been very helpful to
me. They love poetry and they
love music; we had a lot of books
in the house. They encouraged us.
We had a wonderful father. He
took a lot of time with us chil
dren, contrary to everything
you've heard about black fathers.
I keep writing about things I no
ticed."
Echo: How would you describe
your creative process?
Brooks: I look around me and
am influenced by what I see. I
make notes and keep them and
when I have time I put them out
on a table, arrange them, take
out all the things that are not per
tinent to the central theme that
begins to appear as I work. After
I have forged the first draft I re
vise a great deal.
Echo: What encouragement do
you have for young poets today?

Brooks: "Not everyone can be
a poet-but people I have talked
to here I do believe have poten
tial. Some people feel that if they
can't understand a poem, its not,
proper. One should keep writing
and when writing a poem, see
that every word has its job and
does it. Don't include any word
for the sake of prettiness; no
thousand dollar words, be your
self. This may sound easy but it
is very hard to put yourself on
paper."
Echo: How do you react to
people such as the West Virginia
school board who misinterpret
your poems and read deeply sug
gestive meanings into them?
Brooks: "I understand what
they're doing, they're fundamen
talists who have certain ideas that
their children must subscribe to
and they'll take no interference
with that. And any ideas that
seem dangerous to them, they
will fight. There's really nothing
I can do about them-they are a
strong, firm, cold organization."
Echo: Did you respond to that
group?
Brooks: "Of course not!"
Echo: In light of the Celebra
tion, how do you feel that your
background reflects the common
black experience?
Brooks: My father was a jani
tor and later on a shipping clerk.
It was an interesting job for him;
not just going to work, he was
much admired by the people
there. It was a music publishing
company he worked at. My father
bought a house, in which my
mother still lives, and this house
meant a lot to us. It was comfort
able. My parents had a hard time
holding on to the house, but we
did. And we children felt com
fortable.
There wasn't much money.
There was a time when he
worked three or four jobs.
We had an excellent family
life; we all ate dinner together

Continued from pg. 2, Your Thoughts
ment, we strongly urge you to do
three things. First, call the Vet
eran's Administration toll free:
800-638-8300. Second, do not fail to
call or write your congresspeople
(a post card will dot so they will
know how many people in their
district are involved. Legislation
will be forthcoming in Congress
to make available full, free, im
partial medical exams to those
exposed, for exams for genetic
damage to their children, and to
safeguard against radiation haz
ards and exposure to our general
population. Ask your congresspeople to work speedily for these.
If you are already suffering ill ef
fects that might have been initi
ated by the bomb tests, you may
be able to obtain assistance from
them in your dealings with the
Veteran's Administration. Third
ly, tell other veterans so they can
review their own possible partici
pation. The amounts of radiation
from the bomb tests fall roughly
into the low level categories
which have recently been found
to be much more dangerous than

anyone realized twenty or more
years ago.
Respectfully,
Sonja D. Cosett
Ellida Earnhart
Mary Senior
NOTE: In the late summer of
1976 an article was sent to the
Echo with a map, by three Ches
terton ladies who released 1,000
helium-filled balloons from near
the site of the Bailly (proposed)
One Nuclear plant being built on
Lake Michigan near Chesterton.
They were concerned then about
the hazards of low-level radiation
that is released daily from such
plants and found that Taylor's
readership area was within the
triangular down-wind section that
will be receiving radioactive par
ticles from Bailly One when the
wind blows in late summer. Many
people do not realize that they
have been exposed to low-level
radiation from bomb testing, so
these Chesterton ladies are in
volved in getting out warnings
and submitted the following let
ter.

and talked and had a good time.
It was a happy, happy life.
Echo: You said that you had
never met Dr. King. We wonder
what role you did take in the civil
rights movement during the
Montgomery County Bus Strike?
Brooks: I was very excited
about it. It happened, though, be
fore my own transformation and
I believed, too, that what he was
doing was quite important. Now,
I have a strong admiration for
Malcolm X, although I don't ap
prove everything about Malcolm
X. Nothing that would give you
any comfort.
What amazed me about Malcom X was his turn at the end.
He decided that maybe everybo
dy should be brought into a great
circle. I don't believe that.
I feel that it would be wonder
ful if everybody loved each other
and were as sensible people
should be. But, I don't expect it
to happen anytime soon. I feel
that is my perogative to get ev
erybody living happily together
...I'm just one woman, one indi
vidual. I'm a black woman. And I
feel that my influence will be
among black people, for I am in
terested in black people.
You will find they are doing
some things to save themselves
and "happify" themselves. They
need to love each other which
they don't. That's my interest. I
was highly offended when Malcom X appeared on television and
started talking about black peoole
perscribing to themselves.

Gwendolyn Brooks was featured as a Black History Week
speaker this semester.

Plutonium Into Plowshares

The colored balloons made a
charming picture as they drifted
across the hot Colorado sky, but
they carrried a terrifying mes
sage: "...if you have found this
balloon you live downwind from
the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapo n s
P l a n t
w h i c h
nas released radioactive materi
als into the atmosphere several
times in the past 20 years -radia
tion that is spread by the same
wind currents that brought this
balloon to your area."
The balloons were released in
July, 1976 by a group of demon
strators standing on the grounds
of .the Rocky Flats plant sixteen
miles from Denver, Colorado.
This spring, on the 29th and 30th
of April there will be another
larger demonstration at the
plant. Times have changed in the
last two years. There is a nation
wide wave of concern over nucle
ar weapons and nuclear energy,
and it is expected that the 1978
demonstration will draw students
and anti-nuclear activists from
across the country.
The Rocky Flats Nuclear
Weapons Plant is known as the
"nuclear crossroads" of the na
tion because it receives plutonium produced by nuclear reactors
and turns it into "triggers" (ex
plosive devices) for all U.S. hy
drogen bombs. To its critics, it

thus provides the perfect example
of the dangerous relationship be
tween nuclear energy and nuclear
weapons. During the last 20
years, Rocky Flats has been the
site of more than 200 fires and
other accidents, some of which
have released plutonium and
other radioactive material into
the soil, water and air of the Den
ver metropolitan area. These ac
cidents have motivated protests
by citizens' groups, a law suit by
local farmers who seek to stop
further contamination of their
land, and a formal recommenda
tion from Colorado Governor,
Richard Lann, that the plant be
phased out of operation.
The April 29-30 demonstration
is being planned by the Rocky
Flats Action Group and two na
tional organizations, the Fellow
ship of Reconciliation and the
American Friends Service Com
mittee. It will take place on the
first anniversity of the Seabrook
anti-nuclear occupation and is en
dorsed by the Clamshell Alliance.
Many of the groups involved in
the Rocky Flats action are mem
bers of the Mobilization for Sur
vival, a national coalition of
peace, social justice and environ
mental groups, which has been
organizing and encouraging sim
ilar demonstrations across the

country in preparation for the
United Nations Special Session on
Disarmament. May 23-June 26, in
New York City.
On Saturday, May 27, the Mo
bilization plans a massive inter
national demonstration in Dag
Hammarskjold Plaza to support
world disarmament. Earlier in
the same week, the Fellowship of
Reconciliation will open the
Plowshare, a discussion center
and coffee house, in the Church
Center for the United Nations di
rectly across the street from the
UN. Ambassador Andrew Young
has accepted an invitation to
make the opening address at the
Plowshare. During the five-week
UN session, the Plowshare will
provide a meeting place for UN
delegates and members of the
public and a forum for lectures,
discussions and workships on dis
armament and related subjects.
Throughout the Special Session,
the F.O.R. will also sponsor a
disarmament vigil which will in
clude music, street theater, dis
armament petition signing.
The F.O.R. will be glad to
furnish further information on
Rocky Flats, the Plowshare, and
Mobilization programs. Write to
Endangered Human Species Pro
gram. Box 271, Nyack, N.Y.
10960.
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Haines Brothers Band
Goes Big
by Chase Nelson
On February 25. the Haines
Brothers Band, a group of tal
ented local musicians, played and
sang in concert with songwriter,
singer Paul Williams at the Pal
ace in Canton, Ohio. Scheduled to
warm up the audience with two
forty minute sets before Paul's
shows, the group was in for an in
teresting turn of events. The eve
ning before. Paul had won an
Oscar for his song writing in The
Star In Born, and decided to
spend the whole night drinking
and celebrating his accomplish
ment. Needless to say. by show
time the next evening he was in
no condition to perform. To solve
his problem. Paul did not show
up for the first show. This left the
managers of the Palace in quite a
bind. To solve their problem,
they asked the Haines Brothers
Band to play for the entire first
show, a mere sixty minutes over
what they were planning. When
the news got out that Paul was
not performing the first show,
many demanded their money

back, but a few stayed. Those
who stayed were understanding^
impressed by the mellow, coun
try-rock sound of the band. The
next show went as planned with
Paul giving a performance that
was relatively staggering, excuse
the pun.
One may be wondering who
makes up The Haines Brothers
Band. It consists of the . three
Haines brothers: Lowell. Doug,
and Terry; Jim Wheeler. Steve
Doles, and Tim Graves on lead
quitar. bass, and drums respec
tively. With a blend of original
music and popular tunes, they
have captured and moved audi
ences throughout the Midwest
area. If you are interested in
booking these talented musicians,
contact Lowell Haines at 998-7851.
On May 4. in Quincy. 111., the
group will be warming up record
ing artists Starbuck.We at the
Echo wish to congratulate this
fine group of gifted musicians
and wish them the best of luck in
their future performances.

Feature

The Haines Brothers Band warm-up Paul Williams in Canton, Ohio.

Nightmare . . . Reunion And Two Missing Sons
h
. a r r v Marshall
Marshall
byv ILarry
Part 4
Police Surgeon Dave Riffles
was just returning from the mor
gue room where he had left the
body of the man who had been
pinned in one of the cars that had
almost struck Jim. when he no
ticed that the door to his lab
room was hanging wide open. He
was the only one in the lab sec
tion of the building and he re
membered very distinctly closinq
the lab door because the body of
the haggard looking man who had
almost strangled Jim was still
resting peacefully in his lab room
waiting for an autopsy, and he
had made a careful habit of clos
ing the lab door when he left be
hind a body. Dave entered the lab
cautiously and carefuully sur
veyed the room. Seeing no one.
he went quickly to where the hag
gard man lay and pulled back the
sheet, with a cry of astonishment
he ran to the phone.
"Chief.'' Dave began trying
hard to curb the excitement in
his voice, "this is Dave Riffles
from the lab section." "Yes.
what can I do for you Riffles?"
Chief Ellis drawled. "Do you re
member the body you brought in
that you couldn't get an identifi
cation for? You know, the one
with the sort of pale haggard
looking face," Dave asked anx
iously. "Sure I remember the
guy," Chief Ellis replied. "What
about him?" "Well." Dave said
hesitantly, "he disappeared.

• • U ^ what." Chief Ellis
CTMIIO
"He
exploded
"What do you mean he disap
peared?" "Well." Dave began, "I
was returning from the morgue
when I noticed the lab door hang
ing open. So I hurried to the lab
and searched for any signs of an
intruder, but I couldn't find one
single clue as to how the door had
been opened. Then I walked over
to where the body had been lying
and when I pulled back the sheet
it was gone so I called you right
away." "Okay Riffles I'll get
right on it." Chief Ellis replied.
"I'll have the fingerprint men
down there immediately. Mean
while Riffles you keep quiet
about this, understand?" "Sure
Chief, anything you say," Dave
answered, relieved that the con
versation was over.
"Is that really you Walt?"
Julie Lang repeated not taking
her eyes off the tall young look
ing doctor. "Yes. it's me Julie,"
Dr. Walt Forest replied quietly.
She ran to him and after letting
out her emotions she said, "Oh
Walt, it's so good to see you."
"It's good to see you too Julie,"
Walt returned. "Let's go to my
office where we can talk private
ly. " Walt suggested.
The reunited couple brought
each other up to date on what
they had done with their lives
since that day many years ago
when Julie had driven off with
young Jim. "I was on my way
over to your apartment that day
you left Colorado." Walt Forest

1..
..T I
, I •
began slowly.
"I
hadI something
very important to tell you. but
you were gone. So I'll tell you
now what I'll been wishing I
could tell you for all these years.
I just couldn't live with myself
when I realized what stealing
that money had done to my life. I
just couldn't look at six month
old Hal knowing that he had a
thief for a father. So I returned
the money I had stolen. When I
gave it back the company decided
not to press charges, and they
also came up with a loan which I
could easily pay back once I
started my profession. But there
is one other thing I was going to
tell you that day. Our divorce
didn't go through, so legally we
are still husband and wife. The
question is Julie." Walt asked
gently, "is do you still want it
that way?" "You know I do
Walt." Julie answered quickly
"I'll never leave you again. But
Walt, Julie asked, how has Hall
been all these years? Is he doing
well in school? How has his home
life been? Where is he at now I d
like to see him?" "I wish I knew
Julie.
Walt replied earnestly.
"I just got a ransom note late
yesterday. Hall has been kidnap
ped. "Oh Walt," Julie gasped,
"what are we going to do." "I
guess all we can do is wait and
hope that Hall is unharmed,"
Walt replied soberly. Julie heard
Walt chuckle to himself; "what is
so funny. Julie asked. "When I
first saw Jim lying on the

*

_
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stretcher.
Walt explained. "I
yelled "It's my son." Then you
came in and claimed so I thought
I had made a mistake but now I
find that he really is my son. You
know Julie, I'll bet even you
couldn't tell Hal apart from Jim
if they stood side by side." Julie
nodded her head and smiled
through her tears, "you're proba
bly right Walt. " she answered.
"Let s go up and check on Jim, "
Walt suggested, "maybe he'll be
awake and we can tell him every
thing that has happened, and
maybe we can find out what hap
T

pened to him." They took the ele
vator to the second floor and
walked toward Jim's room at the
end of the hall. Halfway down the
hallway Walt saw the door to
Jim's room hanging wide open.
He quickened his pace and Julie
sensing
that
something was
wrong hurried to keep up with
him. They burst into the room,
Julie took one look at the empty
bed and screamed. Walt searched
the small room in vain. Now both
of his sons were gone. (TO BE
CONTINUED)

The Gospel is Power
h
v IVIiln
A Rediger
RoHiaar
by
Milo A.

The gospel is the good news of
God's power to set things right. It
is the good news of liberation.
The privilege of Christian educa
tion in combination with the
power of God can liberate us
from the guilt and grip of sin.
from the blight of ignorance,
from the bondage of prejudice,
from the impotence of unskillfulness in using the faculties God
gave us originally.
The power is from outside us.
although unless we appropriate it
and internalize it, we will not be
changed by it. It is our lot since
the fall of man to be incapable
of saving ourselves. But we are
not without the ability to respond
to the initiative and loving invita
tion of a heavenly Father The
power of God to redeem us is

-1 ,

available to us--so even though
we are helpless in ourselves, we
are not hopeless.
The good news is that His
power sets things right. If we be
lieve this and act on this faith, it
will set things right for us per
sonally. My own problems are re
solved in His love and care. He is
an omnipotent God, but He cares
for finite and impotent man. His
power will also set things right in
government and in our society if
people will seek and yield and be
lieve. And God's power will set
things right forever. His is eter
nal life, and He has given us His
life. The salvation of our society
is a matter jointly of God's grace
and man's action. God's is the
initiative—man's is a response.
Together they set things right.
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Political commentary

U.S. Shows Hypocrisy
by Chase Nelson
shake of the finger and a
The United States' self-right
"shame, shame, you naughty
eous. self-appointed position as
boys" attitude prevailed, and the
world judge and human rights
issue was soon forgotten. That is,
champion, proved extremely hyexcept by the ruined foreign
pocritic in our recent dealings
leaders. They bore the full bur
with the Republic of Korea. With
den of the scandel, not the U.S.
a combination of blackmail and
Corporations that did the tempt
extortion, we have insulted and
ing.
humiliated the sovereign rights of
Why should things be so dif
the South Korean people and
ferent when a Korean business
their nation over an issue that is
man is caught tempting our
obviously more our fault than
moral,
upright
Congressmen.
theirs. Leon Jaworski, head of
They of course promptly dis
the so-called "Koreagate" inves closed the businessman and kept
tigation, is an extremely talented
their white hands out of shady
domestic lawyer but shows child
water. Of course not, they needed
ish stupidity in dealing with interthe money and enjoyed the wine,
national affairs. Some
dine, and lovely ladies. As every
Congressmen. Jawarski's cro
thing must come to an end. the
nies. have blackmailed Korea by
Congressmen were caught. Did
threatening to cut off foreign aid
they accept full responsibility for
if Park Tong-son was not forked
their actions and resign their
over. A legal encyclopedia de
posts? Hardly, they threw the
fines blackmail as, "Extortion by
blame on the Korean business
threats, either oral or written,
man, threatened to cut off mili
with the intent to compel the per
tary aid to Korea if they did not
son threatened to do some act
send Park Tong-son back to a
against his will or which threat
U.S. lynching party, and dragged
ens that person with bodily harm,
the good name of the Korean peo
humiliation, or ridicule." No
ple through a muddy string of in
matter how one twists that defi
sults. When U.S. Corporations
nition. we have marred our white
were caught bribing leaders in
cloak of sainthood with the ugly
Japan, they did not demand that
stain of blackmail.
these businessmen return to
Our reaction to the Korean
Japan and testify for the Japa
lobbying problem appears ex
nese ruling body. The Japanese
tremely hypocritical when camdid not recall former U.S. Am
pared to the way we handled the
bassadors for questioning. They
recent scandels between U.S.
did not threaten to cut off trade
Corporations and foreign political
with the U.S. Of course not, they
leaders. Businesses use "brib
accepted the responsibility per
ery" overseas because "it is a
sonally, where it belonged.
practice of Society." In many
countries, including Korea, gifts
Are we any better than the
are given when favors are asked. Japanese, Dutch, or Koreans.
This is done to cover up the em Why should the Koreans take the
barrassment and inconvenience blame for our actions? If the
caused by the request. But when United States is trying to set it
gifts become large sums of cash self up an an example of human
the fine line is crossed, and they rights and justice, should not our
become what we call bribes. Congressmen accept the responsi
Exxon bribes were just a mere bility for their mistakes and not
$56.6 million while Lockheed was try to hypocritically drag the sov
only caught soliciting $38 million. ereign rights of the Republic of
What did our congressman do? Korea through a barrage of mudNothing,
they are supported slinging? We should stop moving
themselves by big business inter the specks from everyone else's
ests. One does not cut off the eyes instead of the beam from
hand that feeds him. A quiet our own.

Boston Univ. Paper Independence;
Linfield Administrators Evaluated
Boston. Mass.-(I.P.) Dean of
Student Life Johan Madson of
Boston University said here that
the administration supports stu
dent press freedom on the cam
pus, and repeatedly has made its
policy clear regarding the student
news media.
"Our policy is clear," Dean
Madson said. "Any student news
paper may publish independently
and distribute its editions on the
campus without any involvement
by the institution. Or it may
choose a second option. It may
register as a student organiza
tion, become eligible for Univer
sity funding and support, and
carry out its activities subject to
the minimal procedures that we
follow regarding student publica
tions."
Dean Madson said those proce
dures include having a faculty ad
visor who checks the publication
prior to printing "to insure taht
the University is not placed in a
position of being liable for libel
ous statements in a registered
Boston University student publi
cation." Such procedure is akin
to those followed by other col
leges and universities, he said.
Last fall the Civil Liberties
Union of Massachusetts accused
the Boston University adminis
tration "of conduct designed to
stop or drastically limit" publica
tion of
BU Exposure." CLUM
charged "that the University s
legal obligations preclude either
the use of the BU name by the
paper or the operation by the
paper as a registered student or
ganization..."
According to University Coun
sel John G. Hill. Jr.. "The report
made to you that the University
refused to allow the paper in
question to be a registered stu
dent organization is a falsehood
The fact is that the University

has expressed itself as willing to
treat the paper on terms of equal
ity with other student organiza
tions.
"I point out to you that the
Daily Free Press' publishes a
highly
successful
newspaper
under these arrangements, and
the administration's involvement
with it is limited to an occasional
letter to the editor. This is not
because the 'Daily Free Press' is
not itself an important source of
provocative comment on the Uni
versity scene.' It is because the
'Daily Free Press' apparently
values its complete independence
too highly to seek a subsidy from
an administration which it criti
cizes regularly on its editorial
page."

Coral
Gables,
Fla.-(I.P.)
"Dialogue 1977 represents a com
mitment between undergraduate
student leaders and the Adminis
tration in an attempt to work to
gether toward the improvement
of the University," reports Uni
versity of Miami President Henry
King Stanford.
Following a day of protest last
spring, representatives from ad
ministration. faculty senate, stu
dent government and university
news media met on six occasions
to discuss the responses of the
administration to student's ques
tions. From these 41 questions
and answers, a 166 page booklet.
Dialogue 1977, was compiled.
Some ot the specific questions
answered:
Exactly where does the $7 mil
lion from the College of Arts and
Sciences go? ($9 million income
less $12 million expenditures).
Exactly how much money
trom undergraduate tuition goes
to Graduate School support?
Exactly where did the tuition
increase from last year (1976-77)

go? And. can you show the salary
increases broken down between
faculty and staff?
Exactly how much money is
spent to recruit football players?
How much of this comes from
the community and how much of
this comes from tuition dollars?
Can you provide the operating1
budget for each of the men s
sports programs?

•

•

•

McMinnville, Ore.-(I.P.) Evalu
ation of administrators at Lin
field College is being done
according to an administrative
process known as management
by objectives. The objectives
"are all directed toward the end
of causing students to succeed as
fully as possible and thus raising
the percentage of students com
pleting their work and graduating
from Linfield," according to an
administration statement.
President
Charles
Walker
evaluated administrators con
stantly and gives them a written
appraisal at the end of the year.
While objectives are important.
President Walker said, "the way
something is handled" is equally
important. This involves "How
an administrator relates to stu
dents and, to some degress, at
least, the faculty's needs."
Because these kinds of ques
tions deal with "relationships be
tween people, it is more difficult
to get an accurate measure" of
an administrator's performance
in these areas, he said. "How
does one really get some kind of
lair evaluation of the administra
tion. especially from students?"
President Walker asked. General
ly, he said, this happens only on
some particular point, rather
than in terms of the administra
tion as a unit. His monthly meet
ings with student leaders and the
Faculty Executive Council are at
tempts to get feedback.
, . .,
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Swallow-Robin:
A Unique Living Experience
bv
Mark Collins
fnllino
by Mark

Fraternities are non-existent
on the Taylor University campus.
However, some of the beneficial
characteristics of fraternity liv
ing are found at Swallow-Robin.
Swallow-Robin offers an active,
sometimes close-knit social life,
where originality and diversity in
thought and action are appreci-

Food For
Thought
Monday. April :1
Breakfast
Fried
eggs.
Canadian
Bacon. Buttered toast and jelly, hot oat
meal with brown sugar and raisins.
Lunch Super dog with cheese. Raviolitomato sauce, tri taters. seasoned mixed
vegetables white hominy and mahatten
clam chowder
Dinner Swiss style veal, hungarian
beet goulash, buttered noodles, whipped po
tatoes. brown gravy, baby lima beans with
cream and buttered corn.
Tuesday. April 4
Breakfast Buttermilk hot cakes, smokie link sausage maple syrup, hot cream of
wheat
Lunch
Hamburger, quarter pounder
with cheese, baked lasagna with meat,
trench fries, seasoned green beans, cheedared carrots, trench onion soup.
Dinner
BBQ Chicken, grilled pork
steak, augrautin potatoes, whipoed pota
toes. brown and poultry gravy, seasoned
brussel sprouts, spiced German apples.
Wedensday April 5
Breakfast scrambled eggswith bacon
bits tresh sausage patties hot biscuits and
honey and hot ralston.
Lunch French dip sandwich, chicken
drummers,
whipped
potatoes,
poultry
gravy, potato chips, oranged glazed beets.
Japanese vegetables, vegetable beef soup.
Dinner Pot roast beet, veal fricassee
with dumplings, buttered noodles, whipped
potatoes brown gravy, escalloped corn,
spiced apple rings
Thursday. April ti
Breakfast French toast fresh link sau
sage maple syrup, hot oatmeal with apples
and cinnamon
Lunch Dagwood sandwich, pork Canto
nese buttered rice chow mein noodles,
seasoned leaf spinach winter mixed vege
tables. chicken noodle soup, corn chips.
Dinner STEAK NIGHT, grilled delmonico steak, baked potato, steak cut fries
seasoned cauliflower with -cheese sauce,
trench style green beans.
Friday. April 7

Breakfast Scrambled eggs creamed
sausage gravy, hot biscuits hot cream of
wheat.
Lunch stacked corned beef sandwich,
baked halibut steak with lemon butter, cot
tage tried potatoes, baked acorn squash,
stewed tomatoes and cornbread.

ated. Students of varied interests
and possessing a strong sense of
individuality are welcome.
Swallow-Robin is popularly
thought of as a hall for those with
above-average academic creden
tials; but more than not, good ac
ademic standing is only a
reflection of a responsible atti
tude taken toward life as a whole.
It is this personal accountability
that Swallow-Robin's size (48 stu
dents; and supervisory situation
(2 P.A.s and a Hall Advisor) seek
to promote. Residents enjoy a
relatively unconstrained atmo
sphere in which to live. A high
ethical ideal based on mutual
consideration and accordance
with Taylor University standards
is practiced by all residents.

A Swallow-Robin resident is
expected to abide by established
school policy, to develop his aca
demic potential to the fullest, and
to exercise the responsibilities in
cluded in being a part of a
unique, relatively unstructured
form of community life.
Those for whom conventional
residence hall living is a burden
due to excessive noise, crowded
room conditions, or lack of aca
demic and social zeal among
dorm mates are encouraged to
consider the exceptional living
situation at Swallow-Robin.
Applications and information
for Swallow-Robin are available
at Sammy Morris and Wengatz
Hall Desks, or from Don Range
or Paul Koch.

Firsts for
Despite a rocking academic
calender (thanks to the coal
strike, youth conference '78 has
managed to keep afloat due to the
efforts of y.c.'s hard-working
cabinet. Additionally, "firsts"
seem to be abundant for y.c. this
year.
This is the first year y.c.'s
scheduled date has had to be
changed. The switch from March
Dinner: country style steak stulfed
cabbage rolls, brown gravy buttered green
peas
seasoned succotash, salad bar
CUKKS STYLK
Saturday. April 8
Breakfast asst. pastrys and hot ral
ston.
l.unch blueberry waffles, smokie link
sausaqe. maple syrup, breaded fish sand
wich. potato chips, buttered corn cream of
potato soup
Dinner: Baked ham. chicken and noo
dles. whipped potatoes, brown and poultry
grayv. green beans in mushroom sauce,
sliced zucchini squash
Sunday. April li
Breakfast Asst. pastrys. hot oatmeal.
l.unch Roast chicken roast of round
beel whipped potatoes brown and poultry
gravy, corn on the cob seasoned broccoli
Dinner: DKLI BI'FFKT asst. sliced
meats and cheeses, asst. breads and rolls,
potato chips, corn chips, pretzels, peanutbutter and jelly, beel and noodle soup.

Coming Soon
••••••••••••

Homestead from Hartford City is coming to
Taylor. Be watching for their opening
at the corner of 1512 S. Main.
••••••••••••

Homestead Restaurant

Youth

10 to April 14 was a remarkably
"smooth transition," according
to co-chairman, Bill Shepard.
Bill Rigg, this year's y.c.
speaker, visited the T.U. campus
and spoke in chapel Feb. 27. sev
eral weeks before y.c.'s sched
uled weekend. This was to give
Taylorites a chance to "get to
know" Pastor Riggs- a taste of
what was to come, you might
say. According to faculty and stu
dent body comments, Pastor
Rigg was enthusiastically re
ceived.
The "Youth Conference
Times," was instituted this year.
This publication included the
message from the co-chairmen,
messages from President Baptista, Chancellor Rediger, the histo
ry of youth conference, speaker
information,
the
registration
form and an eigthteen dollar fee

Wrestling
Season
Continues
by Kevin Conklin
This year's Trojan Wrestling
season is over and passed, but not
really.
Soon the Grapplers
will be trucking all over Ohio and
Indiana, giving God's good word.
They will witness to high school
kids in high school assemblies
and a number of church services.
Not only do they give testimonies
but apply some of there talents
such as singing, playing musical,
instruments and many other ac
tivities. Coach Jarman takes as
many as seven to all members of
the team. Their first excursion
will take them throughout Ohio,
on the weekend of April 8...Now
that's d*edication.

Swallow-Robin Hall on a Snowy Day

Conference
breakdown. Many of these items
previously required separate let
ters (with a phenomenal postage
tag attached). The "Youth Con
ference Times " rolled all of
these into a convenient, two-page
package -minus the huge postage
tag.
The printing of the " Youth
Conference Times" provided an
other first: Saving money in pub
lications. Last year's publication
budget reached $700.00 -$250.00 of
which was spent on postage
alone. This year the publications
budget was sliced to $300.00
which covered printing of the allinclusive
"Youth
Conference
Times," and postage. Fortunately
this reduction saved enough
money to inform conferees of the
change of date. This was done via
250 first-class letters explaining
the date change, and reasons for
it.
This year's y.c. cabinet, sev
enty in all, is the largest in the
y.c. history. Co-chairman, Bill
Shepard cited the cabinet's dili
gence in keeping this year's youth
conference running smoothly de
spite obstacles. He also praised
th excellent help given by faculty
advisors Lavonne Shigley and
Tim Burkholder.

The cabinet has decided on in
stigating an emergency fund as a
part of future youth conference
budgets. This will be used in the
case of situations like the coal
strike which can cripple planning
activities.
Bill Shepard encourages any
one who is interested in housing
conferees to contact the y.c. of
fice, or any of the following stu
dents: Mike Greenwood, Jenny
Lee, or Barb Habeger.

Wanted;
Teachers
West and other states.
Placements since 1946.
Southwest Teachers Agenc^
Box 4337
Albuquerque, New Mexico
87196

Si

Upland Greenhouse
and Florist
flowers for all occasions.
Across from Upland Drugs
"For the Beauty of the Earth"
We wire flowers, plants

25 c off
With this ad.

109 K. Berry
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Why Vote This Year?
Editor's Note: This is the first of
a series of articles by Philip Loy
of the Political Science depart
ment here at Taylor. The theme:
Practical Politics.
by Philip Loy
As we go through another
round of state primaries leading
to next fall's general elections
people remain disenchanted with
politics and the political process.
Public opinion polls, finding a
great deal of distrust of govern
ment and large doses of cynicism
about government affirm that
people are frustrated. Our behav
ior as we stay away from the
polling places on election day
demonstrated that fact. Being
distrustful and cynical we seem
to believe that like the ostrich if
we simply bury our heads in the
sands of political apathy, govern
ment will go away. It won't. The
basic case for voting then is the
stakes are enormous. As natural
resources become scarce, as in
flation continues or as a dozen
other problems unfold, who de
cides energy policy, tax policy,
forejgn policy or numerous other
policied becomes a matter which
effects the way we live. On the
larger level the issue is simple;
either we will be governed by
people we help to choose and
hence can to some extent influ
ence or we will be governed by
people we did not help to choose.
Participation is the issue for
surely we will be governed.
It may be in fact that those we
elect fail to perform as we ex
pect, but that is not a rationale
for not voting. In fact, quite the
converse.
It is a good reason for more
than voting. Elected officials
tend to orient their behavior to
ward a perceived election cdnstituency rather than a geographical
constituency. If one is to become
part of a legislator's election con
stituency, political participation
is absolutely necessary.
Former President Harry S.
Truman used to say if you don't
vote you have no right to criticize
public officials. There is still a
great deal of truth to that conten
tion. In addition, if you don't vote
you will in effect place yourself
outside the arena of public choice
at that moment in American his
tory when political decisions are
being made which will effect
your life for the next twenty
years. Granted, politics has be
come a dangerous business for
the choices are hard, but to live
like the ostrich is an unwise act.
Vote, if for no other reason than
to aid your own self-interest.
For Christians, however, selfinterest while ever present can
not be the driving force. In Ro
mans 13 St. Paul is clear that
government is given by God as an
ordering element in fallen cre
ation. The proper function of gov
ernment is to punish lawbreakers

so that society can have peace
and safty. Governments are often
tempted to ignore their proper
function and to superimpose their
will for God s law. As Believers,
one of our responsibilities is to
use creation as it was intended to
be used. Surely, that ought to in
clude an effort to make govern
ment behave in accordance with
its God ordained function. Vote
then, for as Believers living in a
republic we have a Christian
obligation to help maintain the
proper function of government
just as we have an obligation to
protect the environment or to re
spect our fellows.
More pragmatically, vote, for
elections are becoming closer.
Three of the last five Presidential
elections were decided by slender
pluralities. The 1974 Vermont
Senatorial election was so close it
was held for a second time before
a winner could be determined.
This year more incumbents face
severe primary opposition and
close races are developing as in
creasing numbers of incumbents
retire. Probably now more than
at anytime since World War II in
dividual votes loom large as vic
tory margins in many races hang
on the outcome in one or two pre
cincts. Elections this Fall in
many states and congressional
districts are going to be very
close. Your vote can have an im
pact.

A model (above) of the Taylor condominium as it will be when
completed in July, (below) Taylor students Shelly Andrews,
Becky Scott, Mike Andrews and Robyn Dillon stand on the pro
posed condominium lot with retired Upland Bank president Ar
thur Hodson.
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Taylor's Florida condominium Construction Begins
by Mike Reger
With the announcement of the
purchase of a Florida condomini
um by the University came a
number of inquiries and questions
from the students and faculty.
In an effort to find out more
about the condominium this writ
er visited Newport Ritchey, Flor
ida en route south for spring
break. The proposed concominium (not yet under construction)
is located in a plush new develop
ment called Beacon Woods near
Tampa.
Besides condominiums, rang
ing in price from $30,290 to $37,290, the development includes
homes in a variety of styles
priced from $28,990 to $47,990.

The community, designed by
Architect C. Haeldtke, consists
mainly of trancient northerners
who use Beacon Woods mainly as
a home away from home, howev
er, some retirees do live there all
year round.
Appealing to the eye, the trop
ical surroundings of the condos
and homes gives a relaxed'feeling
to the visitor. There are stores as
well as an eighteen hole golf
course and swimming pool in the
development-kind of self-con
tained complex.
As reported by the Echo (Feb
10) the condominium was pur
chased by the university to enter
tain guests while working on

their estate planning with Taylor
development director Mr. Robert
Stoops, who has semi-retired to
Beacon Woods. With furnishing
the condomium. according to Dr.
Robert Baptista. will cost some
where in the neighborhood of
*50.000.
Greeted at Beacon Woods by
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hodson, he
the retired President of Upland
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Names In Neon
ALAN LADD
BRIGITTE BARDOT
BURT LANCASTER
CARY GRANT
CHARLTON HESTON
CYD CHARISSE
DANNY KAYE
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
JACK HAWKINS
JAMES STEWART
JANET LEIGH
JOHN DEREK
JOHN WAYNE
JOSE FERRER
JUDY HOLLIDAY
NINA FOCH

Bank, we were able to tour the
condos (see pics and floor plan)
and the proposed site of the Tay
lor condominium, which is to be
completed by July.
Lawn maintenance and elec
tronic security are provided by
the complex for the conlominium
and according to Baptista a
cleaning lady will maintain the
inside when guests are visiting.

RESTAURANT"!

WELCOMES TAYLOR
MOM.-SAT. 6-OOAH-8:00W*
SUM- 0:00 am -3•' OOfM
MfrR. JOE HERMANN
PH. 996-2223
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Record Review

Rita Coolidge; Anywhere-Anytime,
by Bill Evans
The past two years have seen
the emergence of many female
artists into the upper eschelon of
popular music. The current suc
cess of such artists as Linda
Ronstadt. Rita Coolidge. Yvonne
Elliman and others has given the
lie to the conviction of many that
rock and roll is strictly a man's
game.
Rita Coolidge's hit album
"Anytime. Anywhere'' (A&M SP4616) was perhaps the greatest
surprise. Like most other "over
night"' sensations ". Coolidge's re
cent success was the product of
years of hard and sometimes
seemingly futile work.
The daughter of a Georgia
minister, she first rose to promi
nence as a backup singer with
Joe Cocker on his Mad Dogs and
Englishmen tour which also in
cluded Leon Russell oh piano.
Later she toured England with
Delaney and Bonnie as well as
appearing on numerous albums
as a background vocalist.
But the same vocal qualities
which made Coolidge such a fine

backup singer held back her tran
sition to a solo career. Her voice,
a beautifully smokey southern
alto was languid, almost lazy and
by most accounts way too laid
back for up-tempo songs. Her
subsequent solo records were not
particularly successful in either
critical acclaim or record sales.
"Anytime,
Anytime"
has
changed all that however. Three
hit singles have been lifted from
the record including her marvel
ous rendition of Boz Scaggs'
We re All Alone". "Higher and
Higher" gave Coolidge her first
AM radio hit and "We're All
Alone" quickly followed it onto
the charts."The Way You Do The
Things You Do" is just now be
ginning to be heard on the radio
but another song, "I Feel the
Burden".
perhaps
illustrates
more than any other the distance
Rita Coolidge has come vocally.
Her voice, relaxed yet forceful,
brings a sense of dignity to a fine
piece of rock and roll.
Yvonne Elliman's career has
been a series of what some might
consider lucky breaks. Travelling

Two songs on the record don't
work quite so well. "Sally Go
Round the Roses" turns out to be
five minutes and twenty-seven
seconds of unmitigated boredom
and the ersatz-reggae "Lady of
the Silver Spoon" sounds con
trived and artificial.
Certainly the most consistent
female performer of popular
music in the last half dozen years
is Linda Ronstadt. Because of her
status as a charter member of
the California "tequila circuit" it
is probably fair to say that Miss
Ronstadt has had as much to do
with the rise of country rock as
the Eagles.
Her latest release. "Simple
Dreams", while not as consis
tently excellent as "Hasten Down
the Wind", breaks some new
ground. As on previous records,
Ronstadt has included an "oldy".
Buddy Holly's "It's So Easy",
which is performed in contempo
rary fashion with good result.
The same cannot be said for
Ronstadt's rehash of the Rolling
Stone's "Tumbling Dice". Al
though the band rocks admirably,
the very idea of her recording a
song of this nature is ludicrous
and from her performance one
might assume that she doesn't
Talbot" and "The New Earth
have the foggiest idea what she is
both on Sparrow Records.
singing about.
But John Michael Talbot was
Of all the rock numbers, Rons
not only a singer. He has a bur tadt reserves her best perform
den for the church to return to
the truths of the Gospel so that
divisions can come to an end. Be
fore he closed, he shared some of
what God has taught him. Jesus,
said John Michael very simply, is
like a Master Painter and our
lives are like his canvases. Jesus
wants to cover over our ugly
areas and paint a picture on us so
beautiful that the world will look
at us and say, "That's a wonder
ful painting. I want to be painted
by the same artist," As the Holy
Hundreds of U.S. students will
Spirit transforms our lives ac
find jobs in France, Ireland, and
cording to God's design, we will
Great
Britain this summer
begin to manifest God's love, "a
through the Work In Europe pro
love that wants to humble itself
gram sponsored by the Council on
that another might be exalted, a
International Educational Ex
love that is literally willing to die
change (CIEE) For the past nine
that others might live." God has
years, this popular program has
been painting such a picture in
provided students with the direct
the life of John Michael Talbot.
experience of living and working
in another country and. at the
same time, helped them reduce
the cost of their trip abroad. The
Work In Europe program virtual
ly eliminates the red tape that
students faced in the past when
to a meaningful level, without they wanted to work abroad.
going overboard.
Participants must find their
Since Ms. Bujold's perform own jobs but will have the help of
ance has been such a box-office cooperating student travel orga
smash- she'll probably be seen nizations in each country. In
more frequently in the future.
France, they may work during
If one is tired of seeing the the summer; in Great Britain
medical profession with a facade they may work at any time of the
of perfection around it, then year for up to six months; in Ire
"Coma" will offer a freshness to land they may work at any time
medical dramatics.

from her native Hawaii to Eng
land at age eighteen, she started
singing in clubs but was soon per
forming the Mary Magdalene
part in Jesus Christ Superstar.
After Superstar closqd she was
invited to join Eric Clapton's
band and has appeared on five
Clapton albums as well as record
ing four solo albums of her own.
Her
latest
release,"Night
Flight" (RS 1-3031), continues
her stylistic change of direction
into commercial pop music. "If I
Can't Have You", a song written
by the Bee Gees which was in
cluded on the "Saturday Night
Fever" soundtrack is one of the
biggest disco hits of the year and
if Elliman does decide to go
heavily into the disco market, she
is obviously working with the
right people.
Elliman displays her writing
talents with a finely crafted song
entitled "Up To the Man In You"
which harks back to her folk
music roots while Stephen Bish
op's "Sailing Ships" provides the
perfect vehicle for her soaring,
soulful vocals.

Talbot Sings To Glorify God
by Michael McGinnis
While Taylor was reconciling
itself to not hearing Randy Stonehill on February 25, some stu
dents were attending a concert
anyway. More than thirty people
and six cars, mostly from the
Sunday night listening lounge
Bible study, went to IUPUI in In
dianapolis to hear John Michael
Talbot. John Michael Talbot is a
big name in Christian music. I
knew that he had co-authored the
rock musical album "Firewind".
which featured Jamie Owens,
Barry McGuire. Second Chapter
of Acts, and his older brother
Terry Talbot. John and Terry, be
fore their conversions, had been
members of a rock group that
even I had heard of before.
But at the concert, he gave
himself no such build-up. The
emcee just introduced John Mi
chael Talbot and a meek-looking
guy with a long beard and blue

denims came out, plugged in his
guitar, asked if we could hear,
tuned up a while, and suddenly
began performing without stop
ping for about four songs. For the
emcee had told us that the only
purpose of the concert was to glo
rify God and John Michael, wise
as a serpent, had arranged it so
that we couldn't applaud until the
end even if we had wanted to.
And we wanted to. In his unique
style, John Michael Talbot played
and sang for an hour and a half,
sometimes so softly that one
scarcely dared to breathe, some
times so quickly that one wonder
ed how his fingers could keep up.
Occasionally it sounded like he
was playing more than one gui
tar. His classically oriented
music, often achieving a joyous
minor key flavor, is truly divinely
inspired. Campus Life calls his
work, "a richly textured tapestry
for guitar and a voice." He has
two solo albums, "John Michael

Movie Review

Coma;

Foul

Coma, the new medical-mys
tery thriller now showing at the
cinema, has received good re
views from critics around the
country, says People Magazine.
The movie, starring Michael
Douglas and a relatively unknown
actress to American films: Cana
dian Genevieve Bujold. is the
story of a young female surgical
resident who discovers foul play

Play

Discovered

in the large Boston hospital in
which she practices. Greed and
murder as well as a touch of fem
inism intrigue the plot of the
story as the young doctor tries to
get authorities to believe her
story and not simply pamper her
because of her sexuality.
Keeping with the new turn in
this year's flicks, "Coma" does
not exploit sex and keeps violence

A Surprise
ance for Warren Zevon's "Poor
Poor Pitiful Me". She has intro
duced many fine songwriters to
her audience and her recording of
this fine Zevon song serves as a
prelude to his own fine album,
"Excitable Boy", which is des
tined to be one of the best of the
season.
Ronstadt's interpretation of
the ballads is equally good. "Sor
row Lives Here" by Eric Kaz is
performed with only acoustic
piano accompaniment and the
stark simplicity of the vocal is
Ronstadt at one of her better mo
ments.
The inclusion of two tradition
al country classics, "I Will Never
Marry" and "Old Paint," as well
as Roy Orbison's "Blue Bayou"
indicates that Ronstadt's country
roots have not yet been put out to
pasture. Dolly Parton's harmony
vocals on "I Will Never Marry."
serve as an intrigueing contrast
to Ronstadt's more pristine
voice.
All in all,"Simple Dreams"
and "Anytime, Anywhere" are
indespensable to any music
lover's record collection and the
outstanding vocals on Elliman's
"Night Flight" make up for most
of the record's shortcomings.

Work In Europe
Program Offered
By CIEE
of the year for up to four months.
The jobs are usually unskilled;
in factories, department stores,
hotels, etc. Salaries are low, but
students generally earn enough to
pay for their room and board
while they work. A typical job
would be that of chambermaid in
a hotel in London's West End.
But last summer one enterprising
student found work as an appren
tice jockey for one of Ireland's
racing stables.
To qualify for CIEE's pro
gram, students must be between
the ages of 18 and 30 and must be
able to prove their student status.
To work in France, they must
also be able to speak and under
stand French.
For more information and ap
plication forms, contact CIEE,
Dept. PR-A, 777 United Nations
Plaza, New York, NY 10017, or
236 North Santa Cruz, 314, Los
Gatos, California 95030.

tell us

A Poem On the Second Shift

a woman is an earth
at night reeling the slightest
motion of foot or finger tips
her. the seas rush within,
exhilarate and deafen her

I d like to sleep cause I am tired
But if I do, I'll probably get fired
Once in bed I stay awake
Realizing it was a mistake
But for now I'll make some plea's
To please fall asleep.

tides are welcome for the
annual moon but she must
stretch upon warmth of
shared sun. there is reason in
rain for her intamacies

too late
i realize for tack of content
i am mystery to your blindness
you are satisfied with an aura
of light but i am the scent
of saltwater, milk, and dark.
you are impotent in all
your muscled strength and
pride of intellect, you have
not the sensibility to be an
intimate of mine, i have in me
no response for your trying

are too often desperate, the
desolation of renewal must be
met with all viger, color,
wisdom her strength must be
her source
the men play.

naming my parts with words
liscovered in books
lightly ruder words
cratched on pu blic walls,
spit on you with impatience,
will not weary my blood
vith such a common love.

once she was honey, petal,
and flint, they wallow in her
flesh and wine, wrap their
vanities in her fire and ice.
regale in her paint and paste
they call her posterity, sex,
competitor, in comprehension
oj her creation is hope, she

manchild
you slap me down
and think you are a man
you are a child in search
i would hold you
put your cheek on my breast
and sleep, i would cradle you
rock you, sing softly until
the poison is but a small seed
grasped quietly with two
fingers and cast away.

is a work unto herself,
complete beside man, though
her children are destruction
they shall not consume her.

by Kevin Conklin
Was life ever hard to hear
And at the time you couldn 't care
If hat happened that went good
If hen you thought you wouldn't,
but could

'To Education'
I'm sitting in this classroom
and you talk of teaching skills
I'm getting an education (?)
but it's making me quite ill
Today who is the teacher (?)
Is he one who makes you learn?
Does he provoke deep thoughts in
me
and get my wheels to turn? ,
Or is he simply one who stands
before a tired class,
Studying his complex notes,
reading clear and fast
While mechanical dummies
are writing every word
Never knowing what they write,
never having heard.

If I ever want to think about
the facts they're telling me,
I'll miss the next five things they say
and probably get a D.
Although that fact I thought about,
I probably really learned,
Because I missed the other five
I'm liable to get burned.
Is this education?
What exactly does it teach?
If you're going to show me teaching
skills
better practice what you preach.
I am not a vegetable,
I have a mind I want to use—
To not provoke that mind . in
thought

seems to be a great abuse.
Exactly what is learning?
Why is anyone in school?
Are we raising intellectuals,
or simply growing fools?
Anonymous

You 11 find others care about you
concerns
Alas your loved back.
That's God's Universal Tax Return

Now we've accomplished two out of
three
There s only one more maybe
You decided, then loved and loved
back
What do you think that you lack.

Simply love, do all for God the best
Don't worry do this leave the rest
and you '11 see if you look
That's what is says in the divine
book.

One pass to eternal life with God
Good job, good rates, though
demands schedule and challenges
many benefits.
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Track Team Wins First Meet
by Kurt Bullock
Taylor has the tradition of
being a track dynasty. But don't
even begin to think that the above
makes Coach George Glass the
least bit confident.
"It scares me," said the Men
tor.
One thing that makes the
coach somewhat apprehensive
about the upcoming season is that
in the years he has been here at
Taylor, there has either been a
trip South or six weeks of train
ing beginning in mid-February.
But not this year. In fact. Glass
pointed out that his crew is just
starting, and yet at the same
time entering the home stretch of
the season.
"We've got some real dedi
cated track people fortunately,"
said the Trojan Coach, "and
those guys really work. Of
course, there were some who had
other
"opportunities"
during
break, and you can tell that by
the tans when they came back.
But some of them really worked
hard, and I appreciated that."
Glass felt that the short dis
tances were the weak point of the
team this season. Two big ques
tion
marks
could
be
Rob
Schwarze and Bob Weiss, both in
jured, which will hurt in the hur
dling events. Glass said that both
were injured seriously enough to
question when, if, and how much
they'll get back. Both are now
training, but the coach com
mented that you can't count on
injured people to carry you.
Coach Glass also graduated two
javelin throwers from last years'
Conference Champion team who

gave the Trojans first and third
in the event.
Glass said that the Taylor
strength lies in the middle dis
tances on up, including the
steeple chase.
But the shorter distances
didn't seem to hurt the Trojans in
their first meet of the season
against Hanover, which Taylor
won 84-69. In the victory Charlie
Humberd copped both the 100
yard dash in 10.5" and the 220 in
23.3". Overall, the Trojans came
up with ten outright winners and
one co-winner.
The team of Ernie Bradley,

Defense Is Key
To Baseball Team
by Kurt Bullock
Defense appears to be the
strong point of this year's Taylor
baseball squad according to
Coach Sam Sample.
"We think we can be fairly
tough defensively, particularly up
the middle," said Coach Sample.
"We've got some experienced
play right there in the middle
which I think is going to strength
en us. I'd also say offensively
we've got some guys who can hit
the ball, and it appears we should
have some strength at bat. "
Sample noted that the weak
ness in the lineup is in the pitch
ing. But not because the talent
isn't there; because the coaches
haven't had the time to work with
them.
The Taylor team traveled
South to play three games; One an
exhibition game which they won
handly. The other two were in a
double-header against Bristol Col
lege of Bristol, Tennessee.
The Trojans won the first
game 7-2, with Brent Dawes, Tre
vor Tipton, and Pete Snyder each
collecting two hits. Scott Ramsland picked up the mound win for
Taylor' with relief help from
Randy Loucks.
The Trojans swept the doubleheader with a 4-1 victory in the
nightcap. Rick Underwood and
Rich Honig combined to one-hit
the opposition, while Mike Kinzer
knocked in two runs.

BOWLES
KARATE
lACADEMYl
AFFILIATED
WITH

l/SKA

DAY &
EVENING CLASSES
MEN WOMEN
& CHILDREN

WELCOME.
MARION

FT WAYNE

664-9059

456-7788

113 EAST 1HBD SI H. SIDE Of SQUARE

Rob Cheviot, Larry Reno, and
Dave Poucher won the 440 relay
in a time of 45.5". Bradley, John
Jaderholm, Rick LLyod, and Rick
Cornfield also won the mile relay
in a time of 3:28.5.
Bill Bauer won the shotput
with a heave of 44-11 Va. Tim
Dreyer took the discus with a
throw of 132-4, and Kevin May
won the steeple chase in 10:18.
John Jaderholm won the 440 in
a time of 54.3. and 1:56.7 proved
to be a good enough time to win
the 880 for Rick Cornfield. Scott
Dodd also won the intermediate
hurdles in a time of 62.9.

Foodland

"The was we hit the ball was
encouraging for no more practice
than we had," said Sample.

Coach Glover walks to the track.

Softball Season Gets Underway
by Mary Rupp
Jeanine Courtney
Despite contrary weather con
ditions, there will be Trojane
Softball this year. The regular
field is only mud (great for slid
ing but nothing else); therefore,
our home games this season will
be played elsewhere. (Check
News of the Day for further in
formation.) This year's home
opener is a double header on Sat
urday, April 1, against Purdue
Calumet and Bethel College. The
first game will be played at 10:10
pitting the Trojanes against Be
thel. The Trojanes will then meet
Purdue Calumet at 1:30.
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Formerly, tournaments were
divided into Big State and Little
State. Last year the division ti
tles were changed to Qualifying
and Non-Qualifying. Two years
ago. during the 1976 season, the
Trojanes took the Little State
Championship and last year
placed second in the Non-Qualify
ing division.
Along with returning players,
the added skills and abilities of

Standings (does not
include bowling):
Before
Jan.
Team
Inter.
Score
:t()»
1 Kast
45' i
d Morris :15
28
2 Kast
27
7' 2
33«.
2 West
2
2 Morris 34'2
0
Off
Campus
24
14
4 Morris 22
8'2
1 West
17' 2
12
d West
18
V z
Swallow
:
Robin
8 i
6
1 Morris
9l i
;i

2 Center
:i Kast
Total
751 •
63
44' 2
.1511
:I4' 2

Place
1
2
:i
5
5

:18
ill1 2
29'2
21 ' 2

4
7
8
9

14! i
121

10
11
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lnterterm first and second
Badminton Bruce Widbin
Rick Cornfield
Archery

Mark Oodd
Gregg Erb

Handball Tom Hatley
Wayne Daland
l-.'n-l

Russ Ration
John Kilts

Pool John Francis
Mark Smalley

Padiileball Tom Hafley
Btuce Widbin

STATIC K-J

Bowling

£OUTV4 MAik/

7773

AL^> OH WAtfM -uP?

SWeAT$

10'

Ping-Pong. Kurg Cornfield
Gary Berwanser

8 - 2 .3411

S

Miss Lottes. in her second and
tinal year as coach of the Trojane
Sottball Team, shows enthusiasm
in coaching, also evident in her
own life-style. She has devoted
herself fully to the development
of the team as a whole-ritually.
mentally, and physically.

Intramural Standings
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Welcomes Students

the new players can assure the
softballers a promising season.
This year's pitching staff is
stronger and has more depth.

W

ICF*

Not Available Yet
Basketball standings:

"A"
4 M 4-0
1 E 4-0
2 W 4-0
2 E 3-1
2 M 3-1
OC 3-1
Fac 3-1

B
3 M 4-0
1 E 4-0
1 VI 3-1
OC 3-1

"C"
Gold
4 VI 4-0
1 E 3-0
OC 3-0
4 VI 2-2
-3 W 2-2

•C"
Purple
2 W 3-0
OC 3-0
2 E 2-1
3 VI 2-1
1 E 2-1

Trojane Runners Return

1111
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Kathy Myers warms up.

by Lisa Barth
One of the areas near to the
head of the list of Taylor's energy
cutbacks this past month was
spring sport practices. After hav
ing conducted workouts on their
own for over four weeks, the
members of Taylor Women s
Track team have once again re
sumed group practices for the
1978 season.
"Twenty-three girls are out
for the team this year," states
Coach Mary Edna Glover. And
that's more than usual for Tay
lor. We have some good quality
kids. There are a lot of returning
runners this year. I think we'll be
a good team overall."
Sarah Lynn Crouse is back for
her third year on the Trojane
Track team, participating in the
880. the long jump, and the mile
relay. Josh Pierce is returning
for her second year of distance
running in the one, two, and three
mile runs. Also returning are
Martha Webb (shot put). Kris
Heinsman (220 and relays), and

Diane Gabrielson rests a moment during practice.

for home meets, Robin Murphy
(one, two, and three mile runs).
The running events in which
the Trojanes will be participating
this year are all measured ac
cording to meters. These include
the following: 100. 200. 400. and
800 meter dashes, the 1500. 3000
and 5000 meter runs, the 400 and
800 meter medley relay, and the
one and two mile relays. Hurdle
runs include the 100 , 200 and 400
meter hurdles, and the filed
events are: high jump, running
broad jump, shot put, discus and
javelin.
An added meet which appears
for the first time on any college
schedule will take place at the
end of the Trojane season. A type
of "Little State." the meet will
include the teams of all small
colleges in the state of Indiana.
Taylor will be the first to host
this meet.
The Trojane track season will
begin next Saturday, April 8. with
an Invitational meet at Purdue
University.
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Playing catch against the net

Track girls prepare for workout.

Trojanes Win Two
by Lisa Barth
The Trojane basketballers rounded out
their season in the preliminaries
of the annual IWISO Tournament.
Meeting at Franklin College for
the District Tourney. Taylor's
girls' team began the battle for a
position in the State Finals on
Thursday with a game against
Hanover.'The women cruised to
victory with an 8-point spread of
73-65 and Sue Herbster lead the
scoring with 21 points. While
playing her first game of the sea
son following knee surgery.
The second leg of the Tourney
was completed Friday morning
when the Trojanes met with Mar
ian College of Indianapolis. Tay
lor girls cruised to a big victory
by a final score of 95-46. Deb
Behr scored 17 points. Sue Herb
ster added 11, and Julie Hutson.
Cleone Heebner and Deb Friarson taked on 10 points each.
Moving into the third and final
game of the Districts, the Tro
janes were up against host team
Franklin College to vie for the
spot in the State Tourney.
"The game was very rough
physically,' stated Coach Bea

Gordon, 'and we were handi
capped by foul trouble at the
start.
Miss Gorbon was refer
ring to the fact that three start
ing players had fouled out of the
game. However, the team did not
give up. and continued to give
their best throughout the entire
game. Although the final score
placed Franklin in the State Fi- *
nals, with a margin of 75-65.
Coach Bea Gorton felt the team
"came away winning in many
areas. We gave all we had. and
this was in no sense a losing ef
fort. We simply ended up on the
short side."
The State Tournament
is
scheduled to take place this
weekend at St. Joseph's College.
The final teams include Franklin
College, Vincennes University.
Notre Dame University, and St.
Joseph's.
The Trojane basketball team
closed their season with an over
all 7-8 record. Coach Bea Gorton
had nothing but praise for the
team: "This was a good, tena
cious ball club, and they deserve
to be congratulated. They've
worked hard for it. A coach can
not ask for anything more.
«

Trojans Successfully Defend Crown
by Steve Neel
The Taylor University wres
tling team last weekend success
fully defended its H.B.C.C. title
here at Taylor. The Trojans had
six champions, two second place
finishers, and two third place fin
ishers. The Trojans established
an early lead and were never be
hind as they racked up nine pins
in the quarter and semi-final
rounds to go into the finals four
points ahead of Defiance. 901-t86'/i.
In the championships. Taylor
and Defiance had eight contend
ers each, with only Hanover, with
four, placing anyone else in the
finals, with four finalists. Six of
the eight final matches were be
tween Taylor and Defiance and
this would eventually prove who
would be the conference champs.
In the 118 lb. weight class.
Taylor's Dave Miles, who had

earlier in the day pinned Darryll
Brooks of Defiance, set the quick
est time for a fall for Taylor by
pinning Tom Miller of Hanover in
thirty-two seconds. This is Miles
third consecative 118 lb. title and
could establish a new record by
winning at 118 next year, as no
wrestler has ever won a weight
class four years in a row.
Although Taylor's 126 pounder
Greg Fetzer was not in the finals,
the Trojans received some help
from Pete Cassanos of Hanover,
as ,he edged Kevin Hennessy of
Defiance, thus keeping Defiance
from gaining any team points.
Fetzer took a third place medal.
Mark Ott of Defiance won the
134 lb. weight class with a pin
over Dan Kennedy of Hanover.
Mike Rabung, who lost a close 9-8
decision to Kennedy, came back
to take a third place.

One of the day's most exciting
matches was at 142 lbs. between
Taylor's freshman Mike McLeod
and Defiance's two-time confer
ence champion Terry Siekel. Siekel's thoughts for a third title
vanished when McLeod proceded
to keep the Defiance man on his
back most of the match and let
him watch the lights on the ceil
ing. For his spectacular 20-8 vic
tory,
McLeod
was
voted
Outstanding Wrestler of the tour
nament.
Defiance closed the gap to
within five points, 98V4 to 93'A,
when Jon Hampshire decisioned
Carey Cole of Taylor by a score
of 10-5 in the 150 lb. weight class.
Hampshire the year before had
won the title at 142 lbs., and gave
his team a little hope still for
first place.
Todd Whitfield, another fresh
men, built the team lead back up

Reflections Of Basketball
Season and Hopes For Future

by Kurt Bullock
The Taylor Trojan basketball
team, struggling through a medi
ocre season, came through in the
clutch to win two games, boost
ing the crew into the District
Playoffs.
The Odlemen came from be
hind to defeat Hanover on Febru
ary 22. thanks in part to the
strong second-half offensive play
of Tim Dreyer. The Trojan cen
ter poured in 16 of the 18 points
he scored on the night in the first
ten minutes of the second period
to give Taylor the lift they
needed after trailing 36-24 at the
intermission. The Trojans tied
the score at 50, then alternated
leads with Hanover before finally
pulling the game out of the hat,
73-69. The victory snapped a 10game Hanover winning streak in
Conference contests.
Dreyer and Phil Price led the
scoring with 18 points apiece,
while Gregg Taylor and Steve
Brooks added 9 and 8 markers,
respectively for the Trojans. The
Trojans outrebounded Hanover,
43-30. and also committed fewer
errors. 8-11.
The Taylor squad followed up
their earlier performance with a
tight 79-78 victory over Earlham
two days later on a 20-foot bucket
by Phil Price with four seconds
left in the game. The Trojans
jumped to an early lead, holding
a 48-39 advantage at halftime.
Earlham slowly worked away at
the Taylor lead and finally took it
outright before Price put away
the last-second shot.
Price again took offensive hon
ors with 21 points. Steve Brooks
scored 16 points. Mike Ayers 13
markers, and Rob Staley and
Gregg Taylor each scored 10

points. A1 Lettinga added 9 points
to the winning cause.
Taylor and Earlham each
pulled down 24 rebounds in the
game, but the Trojans turned the
ball over only 9 times while their
opponent committed 10 mistakes.
The Trojans failed in their bid
to become the wild-card team in
the District playoffs, losing their
first contest.
Although the season wasn't up
to Coach Don Odle's expecta
tions, the Taylor mentor didn't
feel the season was that poor.
"The material we had at the
beginning of the season was fine,
and I thought we'd win 16 or 17
ballgames. But I never counted
on the type of injuries we had. In
the last ten ballgmes, we had a
different line-up in just about
every game.''
The Coach pointed out that
Greg Taylor sprained his ankle
the first month of the season; Ric
Seaman graduated with nine
games left in the schedule; Greg
Jones missed the last four ballgames of the season; Rob Staley
was out for three games in the
season; and that Phil Price
sprained his ankle a number of
times during the season.
"There were few times I ever
thought he was full strength; yet
he played well.'' Odle said of
Price. 'He just lived in the whirl
pool.'
One problem that Odle felt
hurt the Trojans deeply was the
mid-term graduation of starting
guard Ric Seaman.
"I thought we were just get
ting it together when he gradu
ated.'' said the Taylor Coach.
"The last few games that Ric
played I thought the team was
just tremendous.''
But Odle didn't fail to give
credit where credit was due, in

the person of Mike Ayers. Ayers
filled in the gap that Seaman left,
and helped direct the team play
during the last half of the season.
"Mike exceded my expecta
tions after being one the bench
for most of the year
Very few
times can you take a player off
the bench and do what Mike
Ayers did.''
Odle said he appreciated the
support of the student body
throughout the season, and was
especially thankful for the en
couragement from people in re
spect to his health. The Trojan
Coach said that in 31 years of
coaching, this was his toughest
physically.
The season is just fading from
view, but Odle is already looking
forward to next year. "I'm hop
ing for a good year," he com
mented. "I think we'll have a
good representative team at Tay
lor."

to eight points, 101V* to 93V4, by
overpowering Frank May of Defi
ance in the third of six head-on
matches with the "Purple Gang".
Although the score was only 7-3,
Whitfield was in constant com
mand and kept May crawling for
the safety out-of-bounds.
The seesawing continued when
Paul Parialas of Defiance beat
the Trojan's Jay Tyree, the de
fending conference champ, by a
score of 11-6. Tyree's match was
another of his come from, behind
specials which he almost pulled
off again, but he could not get a
takedown in the final seconds to
go ahead of Parialas. The team
score now stood at 101V* to 96'A
with two Defiance-Taylor
matches left.
Sophomore
Bob
Lafollette
ended all doubt of who would win
the conference this year when he
put Mitch Navfel of Defiance on
his back in the first period and
pinned him with fifteen seconds
left. This gave Taylor a score of
105'/4 and crushed Defiance's bid
for revenge from last year.
Junior Drew Whitfield padded
the lead by beating the last Defi
ance wrestler left, Manny Villapol, at 190 lbs. Drew's score was
the same as his brother Todd, 7-3,
and like Todd, controlled Villapoi
the entire match.
The last Taylor wrestler (and
the last Whitfield) to complete
was heavyweight Jim, who took
on Bryan Watkins of Hanover.
Whitfield won 9-7 and ended the
team's scoring at 11 Vi. Second
place Defiance could only show
96 'A.

In the NAIA tournament at the
Univeristy of Wisconsin, the Tro
jans placed in the top ten for the
fourth year in a row at 7th. Tay
lor had two All-Americans in
Sophomore Bob Lafollette at 177
lbs. and junior Drew Whitfield at
190 lkbs. Dave Miles and Todd
Whitfield also turned in good per
formances, each winning three
matches. Southern Oregon State
won the NAIA title.
The Trojans finished with a 121 dual meet record, and captured
both the Conference and Little
State Meet titles and accumu
lated the most points ever in the
Nationals for a Taylor squad.
Team Scores:
1st
Taylor University
2nd
Defiance College
3rd
Hanover College
4th
Anderson College
5th
Findlay College
6th
Manchester College
7th
Bluffton College
8th
Wilmington College
118 lb. 1st Dave Miles (T)
2nd Tom Miller (Hi
3rd Darryll Brooks (D)

Points
lll>/4
%'«

57'/4
20'/4
16 '4
3

ll'/4

0
0

126 lb. 1st Pete Cassanos (H)
2nd Kevin Hennessy (D)
3rd Greg Fetzer (T)
134 lb. 1st Mark Ott (D)
2nd Dan Kennedy (H)
3rd Mike Rabung (T)
142 lb. 1st Mike McLeod (T)
2nd Terry Siekel (D)
3rd Cotty Martin (F)
150 lb. 1st John Hampshire (D>
2nd Carey Cole (T)
3rd Jay Kemper (H)
158 lb. 1st Todd Whitfield (T>
2nd Frank May (D)
3rd Doug Lyon (F>
167 lb. 1st Paul Parialas (D)
2nd Jay tyree (T>
3rd Steve Weisbrod (A)
177 lb. 1st Bob LaFollette (T)
2nd Mitch Navfel (D)
3rd Dave Riggs (A)
190 lb. 1st Drew Whitfield (T)
2nd Manny Villapoi (D)
3rd John Jones (H)
HWT. 1st Jim Whitfield (T)
2nd Bryan Watkins (H>
3rd Bob Voael ini

Taylor's All-Americans — Drew Whitfield and Bob LaFollette,

Golfers Anxious To Get Underway
by Kurt Bullock
If you happen to see a Taylor
golfer hastily leafing through a
Golf Rule Book, it could be that
he is trying to find the penalty for
losing a ball in a snowdrift.
It's officially been Spring for
over a week now, and the Taylor
golf team is anxious to step on to
the first tee at Walnut Creek Golf
Course and line a solid drive
down the first fairway. But
weather doesn't seem to be on
the side of the golf team; at least
for right now.
Due to the energy situation
and the rearrangement of Spring
break, the Taylor team did not
get to go on their usual Southern
tour, while other colleges took

their teams into the sunshine to
prepare for the upcoming season.
Three of the Taylor golfers were
fortunate enough to individually
go South to get some golf in, but
the others weren't as lucky.
"We'll be behind in golf this
year," said Coach Don Odle.
"When we get some good weath
er, we're really going to have to
work."
The Trojans are supposed to
face Marion College at Walnut
Creek tomorrow. The Taylor golf
team has won 117 straight con
tests and never lost on the home
course; not a very encouraging
note to visiting teams.
Taylor has more or less con
trolled the Conference in golf, but

Odle feels that Bluffton could
present a challenge this year,
supposedly
fielding their best
team ever. Odle said also that
Taylor has be en invited to play
in the Purdue Invitational against
some Big Ten schools. But Odle
noted that there are only five
weeks of golf before the Confer
ence meet on May 8, and that his
team needed to begin practice as
soon as possible.
"I'm concerned
now that
we re not getting any practice,
and I'm itchy," said the coach.
"I m just wishing we had a
chance to get the guys hitting
some balls and getting into
shape."

